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Ladies and Gentlemen,  

 

‘There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.’ I have no doubt that our speaker of tonight 

would immediately recognize this quote from Shakespeare’s Hamlet. He is a poet himself, originating from 

Toronto, in love with English literature. A musician who plays the lead guitar and harmonica in a band that 

performs classic pophits in the manner of early 20th century folk and country music, like Hillbillies, I 

suppose. How would you expect a prominent journalist on digital technology, writing for Wired and for The 

New York Times magazine, to be? It’s Clive Thompson and he is here with us in Amsterdam tonight. 

 

I met Clive last October in Brooklyn, to interview him on his book Smarter Than You Think for De Groene 

Amsterdammer. From the moment he sat down in the cafe around the corner of his house he started not to 

talk about his book, but to ask all sorts of questions: on the Netherlands, on populism, on the European 

union.  We even discussed David van Reybroucks proposal for democracy. It was obvious he had not – yet 

– a well prepared and often rehearsed message to bring accross, concerning his book. Like a true 

journalist, he was far more interested in acquiring new information and discussing new ideas. So who was 

interviewing whom?  

 

I suppose being open to new ideas is an essential trait for anyone writing on the ever changing digital 

revolution. When he started out, some 20 years ago, Clive took a sceptical view on digital progress, like 

many of us still do, especially in Europe. Was it truly  progress or was it actually slowly killing culture and 

civil society? Clive overcame this initial reluctance, not by reading ever more books by exalted proponents 

of disruptive technologies, but by reporting on real people using real technology in real life. It is the essence 

of his book: it describes unintended use,  unforseen effects, showing people’s creativity, their usual good 

intentions and the many – not all – good outcomes.  

 



It has made Smarter Than You Think a joy to read. Also, because Clive quite convincingly argues that the 

internet makes us smarter. All of us! That’s something we like to hear, isn’t it?  

It must be one of the reasons why his book is being published not just in The Netherlands, but also in 

France, in Germany, in Korea, in China. It’s an antidote to recurring critique that large, often American 

technology companies dominate the world with their views on how their technologies should be used and 

valued. Here’s a Canadian American who states the opposite: let people secure technology themselves and 

many nice things can happen. 

  

You have all come to De Nieuwe Poort tonight, to be inspired by his story, I suppose. De Nieuwe Poort is a 

new venue devoted to helping people developing into homines universalis. I’m happy to present a very good 

example. It’s my pleasure to introduce to you:  Clive Thompson.  


